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Security for large-scale retailers.

Innovation and dialogue:
the secrets of security.
In almost 40 years of continuous
dialogue with our prestigious
partners, we have managed
to introduce many important
technological innovations in the
field of security, so much so that
we have become a benchmark
for the protection and handling
of valuables for the goldsmith
industries, jewellery, large industrial
groups and large retailers.

NIGHT SAFE
SECURITY AND EFFICIENCY FOR LARGE-SCALE DISTRIBUTION

This allows the management and monitoring of payment operations where employees enable the opening of the checkout
compartments with their electronic keys and insert cases identifiable by embedded tags at the end of their shifts. The
system can thus detect the transfer and record the deposit carried out together with the name of the person making it
and the time. At the moment of withdrawal by the appointed person, the system generates a report with a summary of the
payment and the withdrawal operation and delivers it by email to the designated recipients. The cases can be customised.

QUICKBLOCK
INTERNAL ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM
• CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT THROUGH THE
• ACTIVATION WITH ELECTRONIC KEYS
• KEY SECURITY GUARANTEED BY BILLIONS OF COMBINATIONS
• AN ENCRYPTED ACCESS KEY FOR EACH AUTHORISED PERSON
• CONTROLLED OPENING OF ONE SHOWCASE AT A TIME
• ABILITY TO CONSULT THE HISTORY (EVENT MEMORY)
• DESIGN AND CUSTOMISABLE FEATURES

QuickBlock is a product designed specifically to lock shop windows, drawers and lockers for shops and offices, especially
used in jewellers and boutiques within malls. QuickBlock is particularly suitable for structures made of wood or glass
containing documents or valuables (e.g. jewellery displays, mobile phones, DVD players, cameras, video cameras, etc.)
that have very little or no inherent anti-theft protection. Inside a shop, a pharmacy, the jewellers at the mall, or in a private
office or cabinet, in the presence of staff, the risk is not so much of a violent robbery, but rather the bag-snatcher who takes
advantage of a distraction, good faith or confusion in order to skilfully put a burglary into action and consequently steal,
damage or copy products or documents while unnoticed.
That’s why QuickBlock was born! This exclusive patented lock system - the ingenious idea of uniquely incorporating the
mechanical locking group, the emergency release key and the electronic key reading system - coupled with the simplicity
of a lock mechanism, make QuickBlock an innovative and unique system of its kind. The drawer or showcase, which use
a simple mechanical key, if left inadvertently or forcefully opened, will not give any alarm signal. QuickBlock, however, will
report an anomaly to the operator. Available in various configurations, it is suitable for any type of wooden or glass door. The
QuickLine version is specially designed for the management and control of sliding glass windows. QuickBlock and QuickLine
are compatible with all other Cemit products and can be linked to the Icarus System for network management.

VALUABLES
DRAW

MONITORING
ACCESS POINTS

MAXIMUM PROTECTION
WITH A SMALL GESTURE

Armoured drawers that are used at reception and customer
service points are protected by QuickBlock. Specifically,
it is set to activate a timer at the time of opening with
electronic key that warns the operator if it is not closed.
It is also sensitive to burglary attempts, automatically
triggering an alarm which can be deactivated only by an
enabled key. Enabled personnel have their own electronic
key with customised for access times within which to carry
out tasks. After this period, if the drawer is not closed, a
local and remote audible warning signal begins.

To combine a complex apparatus of money transfer in an
easy but secure way, it’s necessary to rely on a highly
dependable system. Cemit’s equipment also manages the
door of the pick-up point and its safes, in addition to the
employee entrance gate. All devices are managed by the
Icarus System platform, specifically developed to meet
the needs of the large-scale retail organisation.
Cemit is available for consultation and development of
tailor-made security plan an area.

SIA

ROBO

The SIA lock is unique in its
kind, with an exclusive Cemit
patent. A product adopted by
the most prestigious goldsmith
industries and the largest
institutions for the custody
and handling of valuables, for
its features of quality and reliability. Thanks to its hydraulic
operation, it can withstand continuous working cycles with
no overheating issues.

ROBO is a mortise lock
designed specifically for
armoured sections of aluminium and steel. Its particular
release mechanism guarantees, unlike piston or bayonet
locks, the release of the lock
even in the case of severe pressures exerted on the door
itself. Also applicable on doors used for emergency exits.

TIRELESS RESISTANCE

SECURE AND VERSATILE

APOLLO - patrol service
TOTAL PROTECTION WITHIN EASY REACH
The Apollo control system has the ambition of
being able to digitally manage the surveillance
service. It is particularly suitable for large
organisations where security is not limited to just
patrolling the entrance, but where full monitoring
of several areas of the facility is expected. In this
case, a transponder is provided to the agent on a
personalised basis.
The key will be programmed to open the access
gate during the patrol period, the operator,
instead of using the traditional card check,
passes the key over the reader at the arranged
access point and the system records and
timestamps the event.
The development of digital management not only
guarantees more protection due to the presence
of security keys that operate only at certain
times of the day, but also allows, in the case of
contracts involving multiple passes, to establish
exact respect of the predicted timetable.
Apollo is not exclusively limited to this, but is
particularly useful when managing large complex
areas becomes impossible using traditional
methods; the advantage of this approach is its
synergy between all systems which, managed
remotely, are optimised and become incredibly
effective and high-performing.

MONITORING DOORS AND ACCESS POINTS
TRANSPORT OF VALUABLES - LARGE RETAILERS - SHOPS - JEWELLERY - COMPANIES SECURITY SERVICE PROVIDERS
This is the area that effectively manages the protection of access points. Unauthorised access can
be inhibited by a smart approach, monitoring and targeting operators and promptly reporting any
anomalies; or even physically with high-tech seal-tight locks. These two complementary systems
maximise the results to be achieved.
SHOWCASE AND DRAWER MONITORING
SHOPS - JEWELLERY - LARGE RETAILERS - COMPANIES
We can simplify it with an innovative anti-theft system. The opening of showcases and drawers in
the shop is thus regulated by electronic keys and security locks monitor access, usage times and
the individual interacting with them. This allows for the prevention of unauthorised acquisition of
information and theft without the administrator’s knowledge.
CASH REGISTER MONITORING
LARGE RETAILERS
This includes a number of services dedicated to large retail organisations such as cash flow within
a facility, security of individual locations, and withdrawal by cash/valuables-in-transit bodies. All
of these phases are completely managed by the platform, through which it is possible to trace
actions back to the person responsible and to the time and place an event occurred. A streamlined
implementation of sensitive tasks that does not sacrifice robustness thanks to its incredibly resilient
and burglar-proof installations.
PATROL SERVICE
COMPANIES
With Apollo we focus on Cemit’s service which compares with the great industrial organisations
and aims to create a system for the simplified coordination of resources. This also includes liaison
with both internal and external surveillance organisations such as supervisory agencies or law
enforcement agencies.

EACH PRODUCT IS AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUAL PURCHASE AS NEEDED

GLOBAL MONITORING

ONE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM
WITH MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS

ICARUS SYSTEM
THE ICARUS SYSTEM is the most advanced access control system in Cemit’s range of
products, thanks to our experience gained in the security industry over the years. Its
extreme adaptability allows to meet the diverse needs of jewellers, stores, shopping
malls, companies, security service organisations, counting rooms and cash/valuablesin-transit.
The platform, highly expandable and adaptable to any type of user, consists essentially
of the control unit, which oversees all functions of the system, and the PC side control
software that communicates with the control unit via TCP/IP allowing total remote
management over LAN/WAN/VPN. The system works without the use of a PC, which
is only necessary for programming through our software.

GUARANTEEING YOUR COMPANY’S SECURIT Y
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